DAY 1
Morning:
Arrival at Rizzoli orthopaedics Institute (IOR) and meeting with the Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Stefano Zaffagnini, and his clinical and research team.
Fellow presentation
Presentation of the ongoing research projects of the EiC’s research team and visit at the IOR research centre
Evening:
Editorial and Research activity in the lab (reviewing and editing manuscript, making decision on manuscripts, active participation in research projects)
Networking event

DAY 2
Morning:
OR with the EiC
Evening:
Office and patients’ examination with the EiC

DAY 3
Morning:
OR with EiC
Evening:
Follow-up examination of patients included in the ongoing studies in the research office

DAY 4
Morning:
Editorial and Research activity in the lab
Evening:
Lectures session
Visit to the ATR lab and presentation of the ongoing regenerative medicine and orthopaedics research projects
Networking event

DAY 5
Morning:
Editorial and Research activity in the lab
Evening:
Visit of the ancient library of the IOR
Visit of the ancient centre of the city of Bologna
Farewell dinner

For any questions, please contact the JEO Editorial Office at JEO@ESSKA.ORG